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JL SCDE IFCFMI GCXM GCN FJ NMURNM VGMFGMK ICSMIM^ SCKKRCPM RI JK
IGJQON ZM C LQDNCSMDFCO KRPGF QDNMK FGMRK KMITMUFRXM UJDIFRFQFRJDI3
OFGJQPGJDOE[XMIFCFMICDNFGMRIFKRUFJLJOQSZRCOMPCOOETMKLJKS
ICSMIM^ SCKKRCPMIW9 C LMV JFGMK `QKRINRUFRJDI CKM RD FGM TKJUMII JL
TKJTJIRDP OCVISJXRDP RD FGCFNRKMUFRJD? 
JVMXMKW FGMXCIFSC`JK
RFEJLIFCFMICKMGJONRDPLCIFFJFGMFKCNRFRJDCOGMFMKJIM^QCONM[DRFRJD
JL SCKKRCPM  	GRKFEMRPGF IFCFMI GCXM CNJTFMN IJSM IJKF JL MLMDIM
JL CKKRCPMUFW UJDIFRFQFRJDCO CSMDNSMDFW JK IRSROCK SMCIQKM FGCF
NM[DMISCKKRCPMCIFGMQDRJDZMFVMMDJDMSCDCDNJDMVJSCD*
DCE6@@>WFGMJQDUROTCIIMNCOCVKMaQRKRDPFGMRIFKRUF
FJ KMUJPDRbM ICSMIM^ SCKKRCPMI TMKLJKSMN RD JFGMK `QKRINRUFRJDI7
BRFGRDC LMVVMMHICcMK FGMJQDUROXJFMWCPKJQTJLSRDRIFMKICDN











ZCKCPCRDIFICSMIM^SCKKRCPM RINRIUKRSRDCFJKEZMUCQIM RFXRJOCFMIC LQDNCSMDFCOKRPGFeg DKM
CKKRCPMCIMIW(5::N:59W96) dCO6@@5e dGJONRDPFGCFZMUCQIMSCKKRCPM RIC LQDNCSMDFCO
KRPGFWSCKKRCPMIGJQONZMCXCROCZOMFJCOOUJQTOMIKMPCKNOMIIJLIM^QCOJKRMDFCFRJDeWsuperseded by 
constitutional amendmentW3!3# '$+'2/ -%!h)?dBMIF6@@5edUJDFCRDRDPCDJFM
FGCFFGMIFCFQFMVCIGMONQDUJDIFRFQFRJDCOZEMKKEXUGVCKbMDMPPCKW)@9QTT6N>6(d
CO 6@(@eeg MCD X RIFKRUF JL JOQSZRCW *?:6N :@)W ::( d (>>?e dIFCFRDP FGCF ICSMIM^
SCKKRCPMRIDJFCLQDNCSMDFCOKRPGFe
9  CKRC JNJEW 	 
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NMITRFM FGM UJQKFI KGMFJKRUW DMRFGMK  OCV DJK `QNRURCO TKMUMNMDF
TKMXMDFCDE KMPRIFMKMNWaQCOR[MNMOMUFJKJKMOMUFJKI LKJS FGMRIFKRUF
JLJOQSZRCLKJSJKNMKRDPCKMLMKMDNQSJKCDRDRFRCFRXMLJKFGMTQK


























6( 	GM RDRFRCFRXMUCIM RDUOQNMICDCNNRFRJDCO OMDPFGENRIUQIIRJDJLVGMFGMK FGM
QSCDRPGFI
UFTKJXRIRJDIGJQONGCXMZMMDCNNMNFJFGMGCKFMKRDFGM[KIFTOCUMSee3	#$!W>>>
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TKJUMIIMI CF FGM LMNMKCO OMXMOW ZQF ZJFG CKM VRNMOE CXCROCZOM VRFGRD
FGMDRFMNFCFMICFFGMIFCFMJKOJUCOOMXMO65BGROMIJSM`QKRINRUFRJDI
COOJV QDLM]MKMN CUUMII FJ FGM KMLMKMDNQS CDN RDRFRCFRXM TKJUMIIMIW
SJIFIFCFMITKJGRZRFNRKMUFNMSJUKCUEVGMKMRFSRPGFMDNCDPMKJDMJL
FGMZKCDUGMIJLIFCFMPJXMKDSMDFWNRIKQTFXRFCOFC^CDNCTTKJTKRCFRJD
SMCIQKMIWJK ORSRF FGMTJORUMTJVMKCI RF KMOCFMI FJ MSMKPMDUE IRFQC
FRJDIWTQZORUTMCUMWGMCOFGWJKICLMFE6>	GMRIFKRUFJLJOQSZRCWVGRUG
UJNR[MNRFIKMLMKMDNQSCDNRDRFRCFRXMOCVIRD(>)5VRFGFGMDRFRCFRXMW
































JL FGMZROOZEC FVJFGRKNISC`JKRFEJL FGMJQDUROW CDN dUe M^TKMIIOE
JKRSTORURFOECTTKJXMNZEFGMKMIRNMDFJLFGMMDCFMCDNFGMTMCHMK
JL FGM 
JQIM VRFGRD :@ ZQIRDMII NCEI JL KMUMRXRDP FGM SMCIQKM:6  L
XJFMKIVRIGFJTKJTJIMCKMLMKMDNQSWFGMESQIFNJIJVRFGRDFGCF








dZed(eTJD KMUMRTF JL MCUG TKJTJIMN RDRFRCFRXM JK KML
MKMDNQS SMCIQKMW FGM JCKN IGCOO KMLQIM FJ CUUMTF
FGM SMCIQKM RL FGM JCKN [DNI FGCF RF RI DJF C TKJTMK
IQZ`MUF JL RDRFRCFRXM JK KMLMKMDNQSW VGRUGMXMK RI
CTTORUCZOMW    QTJD CDE JL FGM LJOOJVRDP PKJQDNI
   de 	GM SMCIQKM CQFGJKRbMIW JK VJQON GCXM FGM
M\MUF JL CQFGJKRbRDPW NRIUKRSRDCFRJD TKJGRZRFMN QDNMK
GCTFMK (9 JL 	RFOM 6 sFGM 










RDTCKCPKCTGd(edeJLFGRIIQZIMUFRJD   RFIGCOORIIQM
CDJKNMKKMaQRKRDPFGMJCKNFJCUUMTFFGMSMCIQKM











FRCFRXMI CDN KMLMKMDNC RD PJXMKDSMDFW  UJQKFI CKM mKMaQRKMN FJ
UJDIFKQMFGMKRPGFJLRDRFRCFRXMliberallyWCDNSCERSTJIMJDOEFGJIMORS
RFCFRJDIM^TKMIIMN RD FGM OCVJK UOMCKOECDNUJSTMOORDPOE RSTORMNn37
	GMICSMJKIRSROCKIFCDNCKNICTTOEFJKMLMKMDNC38CIMNQTJDFGMIM

















	GRI MUFRJD CKPQMI FGCF d(e FGM 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	GM RIFKRUF JKRPRDCOOE TCIIMN RFI 
QSCD RPGFI UF RD (>)) mFJ
IMUQKM CD MDN RD FGM RIFKRUF JL JOQSZRC FJ NRIUKRSRDCFRJD LJK CDE
KMCIJDJFGMKFGCDFGCFJLRDNRXRNQCOSMKRFn9:	GMVJKNmNRIUKRSRDC



















CTTMCKCDUMW IM^QCO JKRMDFCFRJDW PMDNMK RNMDFRFE JK M^TKMIIRJDW LCSRO















TQKTJIMIeg  %! h )()@: d6@@>e dNRIFRDPQRIGRDP ZMFVMMD ISJHMKI CDN DJDISJHMKI FJ
TKJSJFMTQZORUGMCOFGe
9)  See  %! h 6(9@6@( d6@@)e dKMUJPDRbRDP msMtXMKE RDNRXRNQCO IGCOO GCXM CD MaQCO
















QSCD RPGFI FJ KMUMRXRDPW KMXRMVRDPW CDN RDXMIFRPCFRDP munlaw-
ful NRIUKRSRDCFRJD RD employmentW housingW public accommodationsW JK 
educational institutionsn?( E IJ NJRDPW FGMUF ORSRFI RFI MDLJKUMSMDF
TJVMK FJ FGMIM LJQK UCFMPJKRMI 	GMIM UCFMPJKRMI IMMS FJ LJUQI JD
IMUQKRDPCOKMCNEKMUJPDRbMN LQDNCSMDFCO KRPGFI FJCTKMXRJQIOE IMP
KMPCFMNKCURCOSRDJKRFEWVGMKMFGMFMKSmIMTCKCFMZQFMaQCOnTKMXCROMN
ZMLJKM URXRO KRPGFI OMPRIOCFRJD FJJH M\MUFW?6 KCFGMK FGCD JD M^TCDNRDP
FGM RIFKRUFI NM[DRFRJD JL LQDNCSMDFCO KRPGFI 	GM CZJXM UCFMPJKRMI
CKMDJFCKCDNJSMDQSMKCFRJDJLCKMCIJLTKJFMUFRJDgKCFGMKWFGMECKM
CTKMSMNRFCFMNJQFORDMJLCKMCIJLORLMNRKMUFOEKMOCFMNFJLQDNCSMDFCO
















JL RS KJV CVI CDN 	GMRK \MUFI JD CUM MOCFRJDIW available at G]TiiVVVECOMMNQiEDGFRi
UQKKRUQOQSiQDRFIi(>>*i(i>*@(@(^GFSOdOCIFXRIRFMNCD(5W6@(@e
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CIIRIFMN CDN JFGMK LJKSI JL IQRURNM ROOMPCOeg 96  h (99@(dCed6e d6@@*e dKMUJPDRbRDP FGCF
IQRURNMRICUKRSRDCOJ\MDIMRDSCDEIFCFMICDNIFCFRDPFGCFRFVJQONZMQDOCVLQOLJKFGMLMNMKCO
PJXMKDSMDFFJIQTTJKFROOMPCOCUFRXRFRMIe
 !2'-3 '$l3'A#'!+ (5?






RITKJGRZRFMN)9 BJSMDCKM ORSRFMN RD FGMRK LKMMNJSFJZKMCIFLMMN RD
TQZORU)?	GMKMCKMTOCUMIVGMKMTMJTOMCKMDJFCOOJVMNFJZRUEUOMWUMK
FCRDFRSMIJLEMCKFGCFTMJTOMUCDDJFGQDFWCKMCIVGMKMIVRSSRDPRI








UCDDJF MDFMK RDFJ ZRDNRDP UJDFKCUFQCO CPKMMSMDFI77  QIRDMIIMI UCD
DJFUKMCFMSJDJTJORMICDNUCDDJFJTMKCFMRDUMKFCRDVCEIFGCFVJQON
NCSCPM FGMMDXRKJDSMDF 	GMPJXMKDSMDF IJSMFRSMI RSTJIMI KMDF
*)yW9(@CF(*6*:dRSTOERDPFGCFCSJFGMKIKRPGFFJCQFJDJSECDNGMCOFGIQTMKIMNM
















)? ySee ORbCZMFG 
RONMZKCDN CFGMKDMW 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 '$> :%
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77ySee33$#$-"# /W$ # -h9:d9FGMN6@@9edIFCFRDPFGCFSJIFWRLDJFCOO̀ QKRINRUFRJDI
COOJVSRDJKIFJNRICuKSCUJDFKCUFeOFGJQPGFGRINJMIDJFNRKMUFOETKJGRZRFUJDFKCUFRDPVRFGC
SRDJKWSJIFZQIRDMIIMICKMJZXRJQIOEDJFVROORDPFJFCHMFGMKRIHJLNJRDPIJLJKLMCKFGCFFGMSRDJK








OO JL FGMIM ORSRFCFRJDI JD FGM LKMMNJS FJ UJDFKCUF CPCRD IMKXM













FGM LQOO KCDPMJLTKJTMKFEKRPGFICXCROCZOM FJCNQOFI56 JURMFE RICOIJ
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GCXM FGM PJCO JL TKJFMUFRDP TQZORU GMCOFG CDN FGM MDXRKJDSMDFW KCFGMK FGCD ZCOCDURDP FGCF
TKJFMUFRJDCPCRDIFMUJDJSRURDFMKMIFIne
80 ySeeTM^ 
JIRMKE 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FJFGMNMFKRSMDFJLTQKUGCIMKIJKUJDIQSMKIJLPJJNICDNIMKXRUMIWCOOJLVGRUGGCNUJSMFJZM
KMPCKNMNCICITMURCOLJKSJLTQZORURD`QKEne
81 ySee ParrishW :@@  CF :>5>> dQTGJONRDP C SRDRSQS VCPM OCV RD JKNMK FJ TKJFMUF CD
QDNMKTKRXROMPMNUOCIIJLVJKHMKILKJSM^TOJRFCFRJDZEFGMRKMSTOJEMKIegMDDMOOXCDJIMW95?
 (W (: d(>55e dIFCFRDP FGCF mC OMPRFRSCFM CDN KCFRJDCO PJCO JL TKRUM JK KCFM KMPQOCFRJD RI FGM
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TKJGRZRFI CPM NRIUKRSRDCFRJD RDXJOXRDP GJQIRDP89 CDN MSTOJESMDF90







CKKRCPM RI COIJ IQZ`MUF FJ RSTJKFCDF ORSRFCFRJDI  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QDVRIMWRDFGMDCSMJLMORSRDCFRDPNRIUKRSRDCFRJDJKCITQZORUTJORUE
RDPMDMKCOWFJCOOJVUGRONKMDFJSCKKEJDMCDJFGMKJKCNQOFIFJSCKKE
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DFRO KMUMDFOEW `QNRURCO TKMUMNMDF RD FGM RIFKRUF JL JOQSZRC GCI
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FMDIRXMTJVMK FJ OMPRIOCFM IGJQONZMCOOJVMN FJJTMKCFMQDGRDNMKMN
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NRIUKRSRDCFRJD QDNMK FGM 
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IRI JL VGE ICSMIM^ SCKKRCPM UCDDJF ZM UOCIIR[MN CI C LQDNCSMDFCO
KRPGFVCIZKRMLCIFGMNM[DRFRJDCOWFKCNRFRJDCOWCDNOMPRIOCFRXMGRIFJKRMI










FGM SCRD UCFMPJKRMI JL LQDNCSMDFCO KRPGFI NRIUQIIMN RD MUFRJD JL
FGRICKFWCDNZMUCQIMWCIIGJVDCZJXMWICSMIM^SCKKRCPMRIDJFCLQD




DCKE SMCDRDP JL FGM VJKN xSCKKRCPMn VRFGJQF ITMUR[UCOOE SMDFRJD
RDP FGCF RDFMDFRJD VRFGRD FGMUF RFIMOL(@?  JK FGM ICHM JL CKPQSMDFW
GJVMXMKW FGM  JQKF JLTTMCOI CNNKMIIMN FGM RIIQM RD Dean FJ
NMFMKSRDMVGMFGMK FGM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QTMKRJKJQKFI KMLQICO FJ RIIQM
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VRFGJQF LJKSCOOE NMURNRDPW FGCF FGM CKKRCPM RUMDIM QKMCQ VCI C












KMUJPDRbMN NM[DRFRJD JL SCKKRCPMW RDUOQNRDP FGM OMPCO NM[DRFRJD JL







RFE JQDURO M^TKMIIOE KM`MUFMN C TKJTJIMN SCKKRCPM TKJXRIRJD FGCF


































UOCRS FGCF FGM  JQDURO GCI KMXRIMN SCKKRCPM OCVI IRDUM (>>? FJ
SCHMFGMSSJKMPMDNMKDMQFKCOW117CDNGCICOIJKMXRIMNFGMOCDPQCPM
JL FGMm







SCKKRCPM OCVIUJDFCRDMNPMDNMKITMUR[U OCDPQCPM(6@ 	GMCTTORUCZOM
TCKCPKCTGIJLFGCFOCVIFCFMN
	GM LJOOJVRDPSCKKRCPMICKMTKJGRZRFMN RD FGMRIFKRUF
JL JOQSZRC CDN IGCOO ZM CZIJOQFMOE XJRN CZ RDR
FRJW VRFGJQF ZMRDP IJ NMUKMMNW CDN FGMRK DQOORFE SCE
ZM IGJVD RD CDE UJOOCFMKCO TKJUMMNRDPIW DCSMOE
d(e 	GM SCKKRCPM JL C SCD VRFG GRI PKCDNSJFGMKW
PKCDNLCFGMKI VRLMW VRLMI PKCDNSJFGMKW LCFGMKI IRI
FMKWSJFGMKIIRIFMKWSJFGMKWIFMTSJFGMKWVRLMISJFGMKW
NCQPGFMKW VRLMI NCQPGFMKW IJDI VRLMW IRIFMKW IJDI
NCQPGFMKWNCQPGFMKINCQPGFMKWIJDIIJDIVRLMWNCQPG
FMKI IJDI VRLMW VRLMI IJDI NCQPGFMKW VRLMI NCQPG
FMKI NCQPGFMKW ZKJFGMKI NCQPGFMKW IRIFMKI NCQPGFMKg




IJDI IJDW NCQPGFMKI IJDW IJDI NCQPGFMKI GQIZCDNW
NCQPGFMKI NCQPGFMKI GQIZCDNW GQIZCDNI IJDI IJDW
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UGRONI ITJQIMW IRZORDPW UGRONI UGRONW UGRONI UGRONI ITJQIMW ITJQIMI
UGRONIUGRONWIRZORDPIUGRONn(6:
	GMIMUGCDPMIIGJQONDJFRDXCORNCFMFGMKQORDPRDDeanRKIFWFGM























KRCPMW CDN MD`JE FGM IFCZRORFE CDN UJSTCDRJDIGRT FGME ZKRDP FJ JDM
CDJFGMKDLJKFQDCFMOEWFGMSCDIQ\MKICDQDFRSMOENMCFGCEMCKOCFMKW
OMCXRDPGRIDMVZKRNMCVMCOFGEZQFOJDMOEVRNJVSCPRDMFGCFFGM
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VGMDGMCDNGRIIFMTSJFGMK[DCOOESMMFWFGMEZMUJSMaQRUHLKRMDNI
OFGJQPGGMJVDICGJSMJDFGMJFGMKIRNMJLFJVDWFGMIJDPJMIFJ












CI C TKJGRZRFRJD JD PCE SCKKRCPM  	GM JDOE NR\MKMDUM ZMFVMMD FGRI
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 SCKKRCPM OMPCOOE MDFMKMN RDFJ RD CDJFGMK `QKRINRU
FRJD ZMFVMMD 6 TMKIJDI JL FGM ICSM IM^ FGCF RI KMU
JPDRbMN CI XCORN RD FGCF `QKRINRUFRJDW FGCF RI DJF
M^TKMIIOE TKJGRZRFMN ZE hh 9*9@( FGKJQPG 9*9@9W
CDN GCI DJF ZMMD NMMSMN ROOMPCO QDNMK h 9*9@?W
IGCOO ZM KMUJPDRbMN CI C SCKKRCPM RD FGM RIFKRUF
	GQIWMUFRJD9*9@?@(KMLMKIZCUHFJMUFRJD9*9@(FJUOCKRLEFGCF
FGMICSMIM^SCKKRCPMTKJXRIRJDNJMIDJFUGCDPMFGMSMCDRDPJLMUFRJD















RDCOOEW FGM UOCRSI FGCF KMUMDF UGCDPMI FJ FGM 
QSCD RPGFIUF
UJDFCRDKMLMKMDUMIFJICSMIM^SCKKRCPMJKIJSMGJVTKJFMUFICSMIM^












SMDFCO NM[DRFRJD JL SCKKRCPMn(:9  	GMKM GCXM ZMMD DJ CSMDNSMDFI
FJ FGMUF MXMD KMSJFMOE KMLMKKRDP FJ IM^QCO JKRMDFCFRJD JK SCKKRCPM
IRDUM6@@?gCDEUOCRSIFJFGMUJDFKCKECKMROOLJQDNMNJKCOOJLFGMIM
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JQDURO CTTKJXMN m	GM QKE CDN CKKRCPM
SMDNSMDF UF JL 6@@>n  	GM UF VJQON KMUJPDRbM
CI XCORN C SCKKRCPM OMPCOOE MDFMKMN RDFJ RD CDJFGMK
`QKRINRUFRJD ZMFVMMD 6 TMKIJDI JL FGM ICSMIM^  	GM
mMLMKMDNQS JDUMKDRDP FGM QKE CDN CKKRCPM
SMDNSMDF UF JL 6@@>n VROO COOJV XJFMKI JL FGM
RIFKRUFJLJOQSZRCFGMJTTJKFQDRFEFJNMURNMVGMFGMK
FGM RIFKRUF JL JOQSZRC VROO KMUJPDRbM CI XCORN C
SCKKRCPM OMPCOOE MDFMKMN RDFJ RD CDJFGMK `QKRINRUFRJD
ZMFVMMD6TMKIJDIJLFGMICSMIM^mJnXJFMFJFGM
KMLMKMDNQSVROOUJDFRDQMFGMUQKKMDFOCVJLKMUJPDRbRDP






TOMIJL FGM KRPGFICDNKMITJDIRZRORFRMIJLSCKKRCPM FGCF
FGME VMKM C\JKNMN ZE XRKFQM JL MDFMKRDP RDFJ XCORN
SCKKRCPMI MOIMVGMKMW CDN FGCF FGM JQDURO RDFMDNI
FJ UOMCKOE SCHM CXCROCZOM FJ FGMS GMKM RD FGM RIFKRUFW
IRSTOEJDFGMZCIRIJLFGMRKIM^QCOJKRMDFCFRJDMUCQIM
FGM MLMKMDNQS VJQON CQFGJKRbM NRIUKRSRDCFRJD TKJ
GRZRFMN ZE FGM 
W RF RI DJF C TKJTMK IQZ`MUF LJK KML
MKMDNQSW CDN SCE DJF ZM CUUMTFMN ZE FGM JCKN137
DJKNMK FJKMCUG FGRIUJDUOQIRJDW FGMJCKNKMCIJDMN FGCFUJDNR
FRJDICDNOCVIRDFGMRIFKRUFGCNSJXMNFJVCKNIMKCNRUCFRDPNRIUKRSR
DCFRJDCPCRDIFICSMIM^UJQTOMIWCDNFGCFFGMDeanUCIMVCIDJOJDPMK
CTTORUCZOM RD ORPGFJL KMUMDFPMDNMKDMQFKCO OMPRIOCFRJD RD FGMRIFKRUF












OFGJQPG LCURCOOE TMKIQCIRXMW FGM JCKNI KMCIJDRDP VCI SRI
OMCNRDPCDN LQDNCSMDFCOOEqCVMN RKIFW FGMJCKNTJRDFMN FJJDOE
JDM ITMUR[U CUFW FGM JSMIFRU CKFDMKIGRT QNRURCO MFMKSRDCFRJD JL
CKMDFCPMSMDNSMDFUFJL6@@>deWFJIGJVFGMJQDUROI







	GM JCKN ORIFMN JDM JFGMK IJQKUM FJ FKE FJ IGJV FGM JQDUROI
mKMUMDF M\JKFIn FJ UGCDPM TQZORU FKMCFSMDF JL ICSMIM^ SCKKRCPM(99
	GMJCKNKMLMKKMNFJCOM]MKWLKJSKRCDOJVMKIJLFGMMDMKCO
JQDIMO FJ fMDDMFG UQRM JL FGM JCKNI MDMKCO JQDIMOW VGRUG












MUJDNW FGM JCKN UJDUOQIRXMOE IFCFMN VRFGJQF IQZIFCDFRXM IQT





























GCXM DJ CQFGJKRFE FJ UGCDPM M^RIFRDP OCVW MITMURCOOE RD ORPGF JL UOMCK
`QNRURCOTKMUMNMDFIFCFRDPFGMJTTJIRFMRDFMKTKMFCFRJDJLFGMOCV(95
	GMJCKNCOIJKMCIJDMN FGCF FGMDeanNMURIRJDNRNDJFCTTOE RD
FGRIUCIM(9> PCRDW FGMJCKNI OJPRU OCUHMNCDEIQZIFCDFRXMIQTTJKF
	GM JCKN IRSTOE IFCFMN FGCFW ZMUCQIM ICSMIM^ SCKKRCPM RI DJV CD
CUFQCOW OMPCOTJIIRZRORFE RDCLMV`QKRINRUFRJDIWVGMKMCI RFVCIQDRXMK
ICOOE DJDM^RIFMDF RD (>>?W FGM Dean NMURIRJD VCI mDJF UJDFKJOORDP RD



















SCKKRCPM M^RIFMN RD JFGMK `QKRINRUFRJDIW RF VJQON UJDIFRFQFM QDOCVLQO
NRIUKRSRDCFRJDQDNMK FGM



























   	GRIRIDJFIQKTKRIRDPWGJVMXMKWLJKZEOMPRIOCFRXM
NM[DRFRJD}CIVMGCXMIMMD}mSCKKRCPMnKMaQRKMITMK
IJDIJLJTTJIRFM IM^MIg FGMKMUCDDJFZMNRIUKRSRDCFRJD
















`QKRINRUFRJDI FGJQPGFVCICTTKJTKRCFM(?)  DNMMNWMXMD FGM IFCFQFM RD
aQMIFRJDWFGMKMUMDFOEMDCUFMNQKECDNCKKRCPMSMDNSMDFUFJL
6@@>W JDOE KMUJPDRbMI SCKKRCPMI mFGCF sCKMt DJF M^TKMIIOE TKJGRZRFMN
ZEMUFRJDI9*9@(}9*9@9WCDNsGCXMtDJFZMMDNMMSMNROOMPCOQDNMK
h9*9@?n DFMKMIFRDPOEW FGMCZJXMaQJFMNTKJXRIRJDI KMDNMKCOOSCK
KRCPMIFJIFMTTCKMDFIWRDOCVIWCDNTMKIJDIQDNMKIR^FMMDEMCKIJLCPM
ROOMPCO VRFGRD FGM RIFKRUFW(?5 MXMD VGMD FGJIM SCKKRCPMI CKM XCORN RD
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FRJDIW FGM LMNMKCO MLMDIM JL CKKRCPMUF M^TORURFOE IFCFMI FGCF RDNR
XRNQCO `QKRINRUFRJDICKMDJF KMaQRKMN FJ KMUJPDRbM ICSMIM^SCKKRCPM
OCVIJLJFGMK`QKRINRUFRJDI
J FCFMW FMKKRFJKEW JK TJIIMIIRJD JL FGM DRFMN FCFMIW
JK DNRCD FKRZMW IGCOO ZM KMaQRKMN FJ PRXM M\MUF FJ CDE







IFKRHRDPOE RD UJDFKCIF FJ FGRI UOMCK IFCFMSMDF JL LMNMKCO OCV KCFR[MN
VRFGRDFGMICSMURFEORSRFIMITRFMCOOJLFGMCZJXMKMCIJDIWFGMJCKN




MUJDNW FGM TKMSRIM FGCF FGM JQDURO RDFMDNMN FJ TKJGRZRF NRI

























SMDNSMDF UF SMDFRJD JK MXMD COOQNM FJ FGM 
QSCD RPGFI UF
QKFGMKSJKMWCFFGMFRSMJLFGMZJCKNNMURIRJDWUOMCKTKMUMNMDFVRFGRD
FGM RIFKRUF ITMUR[UCOOE IFCFMN FGCF FGM 
QSCD RPGFI UF NJMI DJF










QDOCVLQONRIUKRSRDCFRJD INRIUQIIMN RDCKF W FGM
QSCDRPGFI
UF VCI CDN RI TKRSCKROE SMCDF FJ TKMXMDF NRIUKRSRDCFRJD JL UMKFCRD
MDQSMKCFMNKRPGFIWDCSMOEMaQCOCUUMIIFJGJQIRDPWMSTOJESMDFWMNQ
UCFRJDWCDNTQZORULCURORFRMI	JRDLMKFGCFRFCOIJTKMXMDFIIJURCOOECDN
SJKCOOE LJQDNMN NRIUKRSRDCFJKE KMIFKRUFRJDI JD CUUMII FJ FGM RDIFRFQ
FRJDJLSCKKRCPMVJQONKMaQRKMFGMRIFKRUFFJCUUMTFSCKKRCPMFJIFMT
TCKMDFI CDN RDOCVIW TJOEPCSEW RDUMIFQJQI SCKKRCPMW CDN SCKKRCPM
ZMFVMMDCNQOFICDNSRDJKIWZMUCQIMNMDERDPSCKKRCPMORUMDIMIFJFGJIM

















































UGCDPRDPUJDNRFRJDI RD FGMVJKONWCDNUGCDPRDP OCVI RD FGMRIFKRUFW
KMaQRKMN FGM 




msFtGM JQDURO QDNJQZFMNOE RDFMDNMN FGM 















ICSMIM^ SCKKRCPM VCI C LCUFQCO RSTJIIRZRORFE CF FGM FRSM CDN UJDFRDQRDP FGCF * IFCFMI CDN )
UJQDFKRMIGCXMIRDUMKMUJPDRbMNICSMIM^SCKKRCPMe
()*y CF5> daQJFRDPDeane dms	tGMJQDUROQDNJQZFMNOE RDFMDNMN FGM
QSCDRPGFIUF




179 ySee  CF :6@ dMSTGCIRbRDP FGM LCUF FGCF DMRFGMK FGM 
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	GMJQKFVCIUJKKMUFWGJVMXMKWRDIFCFRDPFGCFFGMDeanUJQKFmNRN
DJF UJDIRNMK VGMFGMK FGM PJXMKDSMDF UJQON KMLQIM FJ KMUJPDRbM FGM
OMPCOKRPGFJLTMKIJDIFJKMSCRDSCKKRMNIJOMOEZMUCQIMJLFGMRKIM^QCO
JKRMDFCFRJDWnZMUCQIMICSMIM^SCKKRCPMNRNDJFOMPCOOEM^RIFCFFGMFRSM
Dean VCI NMURNMN181 XMD RL Dean NJMI DJF TKJXRNM UJDUOQIRXM OMPCO
TKMUMNMDF RD FGRI IRFQCFRJDW UQKKMDF  OCVIW VGRUG VJQON NRKMUFOE
UJDFKCNRUF FGM














































(5* y  CF |> dURFRDP FGM CSMDNMN OCDPQCPM JL FGM 
QSCD RPGFIUFW VGRUG DJV RDUOQNMI
mTMKUMRXMN JK CUFQCOn SMSZMKIGRT RD C TKJFMUFMN UCFMPJKE CDN C TKJGRZRFRJD LKJS NMDERDP
PJXMKDSMDFIMKXRUMICDNZMDM[FIZCIMNJDSMSZMKIGRTRDCTKJFMUFMNUCFMPJKEe
187y






FGM KRPGFW QDNMK FGM ICSM TKJXRIRJDW FJ MIFCZORIG CDN MDLJKUM reason-
able OCVI FGCFNRIUKRSRDCFJKROENMDE FGJIMIMKXRUMIJKZMDM[FI FJCDE





KRCPMIW SCKKRCPMI FJ IFMTTCKMDFIW SCKKRCPMI FJ RDOCVIW SCKKRCPMI FJ
TMKIJDIQDNMK(*EMCKIJLCPMWCDNTJOEPCSJQISCKKRCPMIW191IJOJDP
CI FGJIM OCVI VMKM MDCUFMN CDN CKM SCRDFCRDMN LJK KMCIJDCZOM TQK
TJIMI(>6  RHMVRIMW CI CKF  NMSJDIFKCFMIW OCVI NMDERDP ICSMIM^
UJQTOMICUUMIIFJFGMRDIFRFQFRJDJLSCKKRCPMWVGMFGMKMDCUFMNZEFGM
JQDUROWFGKJQPGCZCOOJFRDRFRCFRXMWJKFGKJQPGFGMKMLMKMDNQSTKJUMIIW









FGM RIFKRUF PMDMKCOOE mKMUJPDRbMI SCKKRCPMI XCORN CF FGMRK TOCUM JL
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JD FGRICIIMKFRJDW FGMUJQKF KMCIJDMNFGCFZECTTKJXRDP FGM QKECDN
CKKRCPM SMDNSMDF UFW RIFKRUF OMPRIOCFJKI UJDUOQIRXMOE NMUOCKMN
FGCFFGMRIFKRUFITQZORUTJORUEVCImFJKMUJPDRbMICSMIM^SCKKRCPMI












FGCF OCVSCHMKINMFMKSRDMTQZORUTJORUEW6@( RDLMKKRDP FGCFXJFMKIGCXM
DJICERDFGMSC]MK
JVMXMKWCINRIUQIIMNRDCKFJLFGRIJSSMDFW
























aQMIFRJDI IGJQON JDOE ZM NMFMKSRDMN CcMK UJDIRNMKRDP mFGM JDIFRFQFRJDW OCVIW CDN `QNRURCO
NMURIRJDIJLFGCFIFCFMWCDNsCOIJtFGMCTTORUCZOMTKRDURTOMIJLFGMUJSSJDOCVnTwin City Pipe 
!*W65:CF:?)BRFGCaQCORLERDPWmsRtDSEXRMVWnQNPMCKKMOOIUJDUQKKRDPJTRDRJD
SMKMOE CUHDJVOMNPMI FGCF UMKFCRDFE CDN [DCORFE NMFMKSRDCFRJDI RD IFCFQFMI JL ORSRFCFRJDI CKM
maQMIFRJDsIt JL xTQZORU TJORUEW CDN JDMsIt LJK FGM OMPRIOCFQKM FJ NMURNMn  BondW ?**6N CF ?9
dCKKMOOWWUJDUQKKRDPe
 !2'-3 '$l3'A#'!+ 6@?
:#&%!$ '3$!#$-
RDCOOEW FGM UJQKF VMRPGMN FGM TCKFRMI TKQNMDFRCO CKPQSMDFI RD
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mDMXMKEIFCFMVGMKMFGMsICSMIM^SCKKRCPMtRIIQMGCIZMMDTQF
ZMLJKM FGM XJFMKI CI C KMLMKMDNQSW RF GCI ZMMD IaQCKMOE NMLMCFMNn6@)
CFQKCOOEWSCDEICSMIM^SCKKRCPMIQTTJKFMKINJDJFVCDFFGMSCF
FMK FJ UJSM ZMLJKM FGM XJFMKI RD  LJK LMCK FGCF RIFKRUF KMIRNMDFI
VROOORHMVRIMJQFOCVPCESCKKRCPMZETJTQOCKXJFM	GRIJFMCOKMCNE















KJTJDMDFI JL ICSMIM^ SCKKRCPM CKPQM FGCF FGM FKCNRFRJDCO NM[
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UJQTOMI6(@ 	GRI IQZTCKF VROO NMIUKRZM FGJIM CKPQSMDFI CDN TKJXRNM
IJSMKMITJDIMIUJQDFMKRDP FGMCKPQSMDFI RDJTTJIRFRJD FJICSMIM^
SCKKRCPM
'33&!+##'2!














JKRMDFCFRJD6(? BRFGGJONRDP FGJIM ZMDM[FI LKJS GJSJIM^QCO UJQTOMIW
FGMECKPQMWRIQDUJDIFRFQFRJDCOOENRIUKRSRDCFJKE6(*
##'2!++! -&,3!-!3 ';!B# /
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mDMUMIICKROEUJDXMEIsRFItTJIRFRJDFGCFICSMIM^CDNNR\MKMDFIM^UJQ
TOMICKMDJFJLMaQCOVJKFGn6(>
##'2!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QDRJD ZMFVMMD JDM SCD CDN JDM VJSCD CI GQIZCDN CDN VRLMWn666
FGJIMICSMZMDM[FIWKRPGFIWCDNTKRXROMPMICKMQDCXCROCZOMFJICSMIM^
UJQTOMIQKFGMKSJKMWMXMDRLJDMIFCFMPKCDFIUMKFCRDZMDM[FIWKRPGFIW
JK TKRXROMPMI FJ GJSJIM^QCO UJQTOMIW FGJIM TKJXRIRJDI NJ DJF DMUMI
ICKROECTTOEVGMDUJQTOMIFKCXMOJKSJXMFJCNR\MKMDF`QKRINRUFRJD66:
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children fatherless and neighborhoods chaotic.”226
MCKPQMIFGCFWLJK
FGMZMDM[FJLSCKKRCPMCDNIJURMFEWmSMKRUCDMMNISJKMSCKKRCPMIW
DJF LMVMKW CDN FGM ZMIF VCE FJ MDUJQKCPM SCKKRCPM RI FJ MDUJQKCPM
SCKKRCPMWVGRUGRIVGCFIJURMFENJMIZEZKRDPRDPPCEUJQTOMIRDIRNM
the tent.”227NNRFRJDCOOEWDNKMVQOORXCDTJRDFIJQF FGCFmFGM OMCIF














 RDCOOEW TKJTJDMDFI JL PCE SCKKRCPM CKPQM FGCF IJURMFE CI C
VGJOM VJQON ZMDM[F LKJS GJSJIM^QCO QDRJDI232 MUCQIM SCKKRCPM
VJQONMDUJQKCPMGJSJIM^QCOIFJPRXMQTFGMRKGRPGKRIHIM^QCOTKCU
FRUMIdIQUGCISQOFRTOMTCKFDMKIeW233FGMITKMCNJLCDNJFGMKIM^
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CCTTQZORUCFRJDIJKPiUPRiKMTKRDFiTMNI6@@>:(?:X( 	GM NCFC RD FGRI IFQNE RI ORHMOE qCVMNW
GJVMXMKWZMUCQIMFGMTCKFRURTCDFIVMKMIMOLIMOMUFMNCDNFGMNCFCVCIKMTJKFMNZEFGMTCKMDFI










JJFMDW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*W*6(dMZKQCKE(>>5edNMFCRORDPSCDEJLFGMUJIFIFGCFKMIQOFLKJSIM^QCOORZMKFRMIe











	GMFGKMMSJIF RSTJKFCDFIFCFM RDFMKMIFI RDTKMIMKXRDPFKCNRFRJDCO
SCKKRCPM CKM FGM KMTJTQOCFRJD JL FGM IFCFMW69@ ZCOCDUMN CDN DQKFQK










ICDUFRJDRDP C GMFMKJIM^QCO KMOCFRJDIGRT FGKJQPG SCK
KRCPMW FGMKMZE RSTJIRDP ZJFG JZORPCFRJDI CDN ZMDM[FI
JDFGMUJQTOMCDNRDIMKFRDPFGMFCFMRDFGMKMOCFRJDIGRTW
6:?ySee(h)d(>>*edmDNMFMKSRDRDPFGMSMCDRDPJLCDEUFJLJDPKMIIWJKJLCDEKQORDPW
KMPQOCFRJDW JK RDFMKTKMFCFRJD JL FGM XCKRJQI CNSRDRIFKCFRXM ZQKMCQI CDN CPMDURMI JL FGM DRFMN
FCFMIW FGM VJKN xSCKKRCPM SMCDI JDOE C OMPCO QDRJD ZMFVMMD JDM SCD CDN JDM VJSCD CI
GQIZCDNCDNVRLMWCDNFGMVJKN xITJQIM KMLMKIJDOE FJCTMKIJDJL FGMJTTJIRFMIM^VGJ RIC
GQIZCDNJKCVRLMne




& its PredecessorsW (*  $  l 3A !; (:?W (*)*5 d6@@?e dNRIUQIIRDP FGM RSTJKFCDUM JL
GMFMKJIM^QCOSCKKRCPMRDUGRONKMCKRDPe
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99(W9*@W9*) d6@@5e dCKPQRDP FGCF
SCKKRCPMGCIZMMDNMFMKRJKCFRDPCDNNRIRDFMPKCFRDPCICKMIQOFJLUJGCZRFCFRJDWNRXJKUMWCDNJFGMK
NMIFKQUFRXMLCUFJKIWCDNCOOJVRDPPCESCKKRCPMVROOJDOELQKFGMKGCKSFGMRDIFRFQFRJDJLSCKKRCPMe
6:> y	GM GQKUG JL MIQI GKRIF JL C]MKNCE CRDFIW 	GM RXRDM DIFRFQFRJD JL CKKRCPM dQP
(:W 6@@5eW G]TiiDMVIKJJSONIJKPiONIDMVIKJJSiMDPi UJSSMDFCKEiFGMNRXRDMRDIFRFQFRJDJL
SCKKRCPMpMNDKML*sGMKMRDCcMKDivine Institution of Marriaget
69@yQDUCDWsupraDJFM6:)WCF(?9
69(ySeeDivine Institution of MarriageWsupraDJFM69@dNRIUQIIRDPFGMQDRaQMZMDM[FILJKUGRONKMDJL
GCXRDPZJFGCSJFGMKCDNLCFGMKCFGJSMe
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FGMFCFMUJSSQDRUCFMIFJTCKMDFICDNTKJITMUFRXMTCK








TCKMDF RD C UGRONI GJSM RI FGM OCKPMIF IRDPOM KRIH LCUFJK LJK IMXMKM

















VJSMD RD C OMIZRCD KMOCFRJDIGRT NJDCFMI ITMKS RD JKNMK FJ RSTKMPDCFM FGM JFGMK TCKFDMK RD C
OMIZRCDKMOCFRJDIGRTWJKVGMKMIJSMPMDMFRUSCFMKRCO LKJSMCUGTCKFDMK RI FCHMDCDNUJSZRDMN
VRFG FGM PMDMFRU SCFMKRCO JL C FGRKN TMKIJD RD JKNMK FJ SCHM C UJSTOMFM MSZKEJW ZQF FGMIM
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Policy ImplicationsW:6.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MDXRKJDSMDF LJK TKJUKMCFRJDW IFCFMI VCDF FJ SCHM IQKM FGCF UGRONKMD
CKM KCRIMN RD ZCOCDUMNW OJDPFMKSW DQKFQKRDP LCSROE MDXRKJDSMDFIW
VGRUG MXRNMDUM IGJVI NJ DJF UJSSJDOE M^RIF RD ICSMIM^ KMOCFRJD
IGRTI6??	GMXCOQMIJLGMFMKJIM^QCOSCKKRCPMCOIJRDUOQNMmSJNMORDP







PRIFM^TOCRDMN FGCFmsFtGMZQKNMDJL IJURCO IURMDUMMXRNMDUMIQTTJKFI
FGMRNMCFGCFPMDNMKNR\MKMDFRCFMNTCKMDFRDPRIRSTJKFCDFLJKGQSCD
NMXMOJTSMDF CDN FGCF FGM UJDFKRZQFRJD JL LCFGMKI FJ UGRONKMCKRDP RI
QDRaQM CDN RKKMTOCUMCZOMn6?5  
M LQKFGMK M^TOCRDMN FGCF LCFGMKI FMDN
FJLJUQIJDFGMRKUGRONKMDIOJDPFMKSNMXMOJTSMDFVGROMSJFGMKIIMM
FJFGMUGRONKMDISJKMRSSMNRCFMDMMNIdVGRUGCOIJUJDFKRZQFMIFJFGM
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RD[NMORFEFGCFUJSSJDOETOCPQMIGJSJIM^QCOKMOCFRJDIGRTIWMXMDVGMDFGMUJQTOMRISCKKRMNeg
Divine Institution of MarriageWsupraDJFM69@dNRIUQIIRDPFGMQDRaQMZMDM[FILJKUGRONKMDJLGCXRDP
ZJFGCSJFGMKCDNLCFGMKCFGJSMe
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CO 6@(@e dm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